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10Abstract

11We examine how language acquisition affects immigrant earnings growth for Soviet immigrants

12to Israel. Using retrospective information on linguistic proficiency to control for heterogeneous

13ability, we find that language complements high-skill occupations. Improved Hebrew accounts for

142/3 to 3/4 of the differential in earnings growth between immigrant and native programmers and

15technicians. In contrast, immigrant construction workers and gas station attendants have no wage

16convergence with natives, with language acquisition having no discernible effect. These findings invite

17reinterpretation of previous studies on returns to language, as positive estimated returns to language

18acquisition in cross-sections may suffer from (positive) ability bias in low-skilled occupations.
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23
24251. Introduction

26Economists generally agree that immigrants experience faster wage growth than do

27native workers. One explanation is that over time immigrants learn the host-country

28language and thereby become more productive in the labor market. Considerable research

29supports the view that in a cross-section regression, fluency can account for a significant

30portion of that wage convergence.
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31However, the cross-sectional evidence is subject to several problems. On the one hand,

32both the correlation between fluency and earnings and the correlation between fluency and

33time in the host country may be partially or totally spurious, thereby generating upwards-

34biased estimates of the importance of fluency for wage convergence. On the other hand,

35measures of fluency are very noisy probably biasing estimated coefficients downwards.

36The major alternative explanation for convergence is that recent immigrants, like young

37natives, engage in considerable job shopping. Immigrants exhibit considerable job

38mobility (Lalonde and Topel, 1991; Eckstein and Weiss, 1998). They may be engaged

39in Burdett/Jovanovic job-matching or simply seeking jobs with greater rents. Except for

40recent labor market entrants, native workers will have had more time to shop for jobs than

41otherwise comparable immigrants and will therefore have a smaller marginal return to job

42search. Of course, job shopping and language may be complementary. Knowledge of the

43native language may facilitate job search. Similarly, the jobs with which workers are best

44matched may change rapidly as they acquire fluency in the language of the host country.

45Accurate measures of the effect of language acquisition on wages are important. If

46growing fluency accounts for a significant portion of wage convergence, receiving

47countries can speed that convergence by supporting effective language programs. If, on

48the other hand, language is relatively unimportant, language programs may be econom-

49ically wasteful or merely a disguised form of welfare.

50In this paper, we use a unique data set collected by one of the authors to cast light on the

51role of language acquisition in wage convergence within jobs. The data contain measures

52of fluency and wages, both currently and when the individual started the job, thereby

53allowing us to measure the effect of changing fluency on the change in wages. Because of

54the way the data are measured, there is likely to be less measurement error in the change

55than in the level. Moreover, since we follow workers within jobs, we can distinguish wage

56growth within jobs from wage growth due to job shopping.

57We study immigrants from the former Soviet Union (hereafter Russians) to Israel who

58were employed in one of four occupations in Israel (gas station attendant, construction

59worker, computer technician, software engineer). We find that Hebrew fluency had almost

60no effect on wage growth in the low-skill occupations (gas station attendant, construction

61worker). Moreover, these occupations show no evidence of wage convergence. In contrast,

62computer technicians and software engineers show evidence of considerable wage

63convergence, much of which can be accounted for by increasing Hebrew fluency among

64workers in these occupations.

65We interpret our findings as strong evidence for an effect of language on earnings, as

66it is free of a bias due to time-invariant heterogeneity in ability. The contrast between

67the lack of estimated returns to language for low-skill workers and high returns for high-

68skill workers is interesting for two reasons. First, it provides some evidence against the

69argument that faster wage growth among those who learn Hebrew more rapidly is due

70to their ability to learn many skills more quickly. More importantly it establishes

71evidence for an intuitively plausible result, that language complements occupational

72skills.

73Section 2 reviews the literature. Section 3 provides an overview of Soviet immigration

74to Israel. Section 4 describes the data. Section 5 describes methods. Section 6 provides

75results and Section 7 concludes.
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762. Literature review

77Since the pioneering research of Chiswick (1978) and related work by Carliner (1980),

78it has been widely recognized that the earnings of immigrants increase more rapidly than

79those of natives. Subsequent research by Borjas (1985) engendered a lively debate

80regarding whether immigrants tend to surpass equivalent natives and about the extent of

81bias in cross-sectional estimates of ‘‘catch-up’’ (see, for example, Friedberg, 1992; Duleep

82and Regets, 1996). Nevertheless, researchers generally agree that immigrant wages rise

83relative to native wages as the time spent by the immigrant in the receiving country

84increases (Borjas, 1994).

85Borjas (1994) argues that we know relatively little about why wages of immigrants and

86natives converge. Although there are a number of plausible hypotheses, the only one that

87has received extensive study is the view that immigrants’ relative wages rise as they master

88the language in the receiving country. There is considerable evidence that knowledge of

89the host-country language is correlated with higher wages and that knowledge of the host-

90country language is correlated with years since migration.1

91However, Borjas argues that this evidence is not convincing because ‘‘English

92proficiency and earnings might be correlated simply because more able workers are more

93likely to speak English and to earn more’’. He goes on to recognize that some researchers

94(e.g., Chiswick and Miller, 1992) have tried to correct for the potential endogeneity of

95language knowledge by using instrumental variables techniques, but he questions the

96exogeneity of the identifying instruments. More recent work (Dustmann and van Soest,

972001) uses fathers’ education as an instrument for language. The authors argue that

98immigrants do not obtain networks through their parents and thus education is exogenous

99to wages. However, the exogeneity assumption is questionable to the extent that parental

100education is correlated with unobserved investments in children’s human capital other than

101language or is correlated with unmeasured ability.

102There is also reason for concern that estimates of the effect of years since migration on

103linguistic proficiency are biased. Dustmann (1999) finds that individuals who intend to

104spend less time in the host country are less likely to know the host-country language. If

105immigrants who fail to master the host language return to their home country or if those,

106whose immigration is temporary, fail to learn the language, the estimated effect of time in

107country on language facility will be biased.

108Finally, if the type of immigrants admitted to a country changes over time, differences

109in language knowledge may reflect cohort rather than time in country effects. Carliner

110(2000) addresses this last problem by using synthetic cohorts. He establishes that within a

111cohort, language fluency increases with time spent in the United States. However,

112synthetic cohorts cannot be used to control for the effect of return migration on the

113estimates.

114So far, we have concentrated on reasons that estimated effects of language acquisition

115on the convergence of immigrant and native earnings may be biased upwards. However,

1 See Chiswick (1998) and the references therein as well as Carliner (1996, 2000), Chiswick and Miller

(1999), and Hayfon (2001).
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116there is a strong reason to believe that the estimates are biased downwards-measurement

117error. Knowledge of a language is uniformly measured as self-reported fluency, in a small

118number of crude categories. Individuals may vary in their assessment of what constitutes

119‘‘good’’ or ‘‘very good’’ knowledge of the native language. In addition, individuals may

120themselves give inconsistent answers. Dustmann and van Soest (2001, 2002) analyze

121knowledge of German in the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP). Most of the

122immigrants in the GSOEP survey had been in Germany for quite a while.2 Consequently,

123the sample shows little or no improvement in German over time. This feature of their

124sample makes it particularly useful for studying the effect of measurement error on the

125estimated return to fluency.

126Dustmann and van Soest show that for this sample, reported knowledge of German is

127unchanged from one survey to the next in 58% of the cases and is as likely to decline from

128one survey to the next as it is to improve! They show further that within individual

129variation accounts for 28% of the variation in reported fluency. Since some of the between

130individual variation in reported fluency is likely also due to measurement error, the fluency

131variable must be very noisy. Using reported fluency from other years to instrument for

132current reported fluency almost triples the estimated effect of fluency on earnings and

133reduces the estimated effect of years since migration on earnings to close to zero.3

134While our discussion so far has treated the effect of language as constant across

135individuals, it is plausible that the return to language differs across individuals. Those

136studies that allow the return to vary across education or occupation groups confirm this

137(see for example McManus et al., 1983; Dustmann and van Soest, 2001; Carliner, 1996;

138Hayfron, 2001).

139In particular, Eckstein and Weiss (1998) find faster wage growth among more skilled

140immigrants than among the less skilled. They term this ‘‘rising prices of imported skills’’,

141though they remain agnostic as to whether it is due to an increase in demand for imported

142skill or to an increase in its quality.4 Both education and working in an occupation, which

143requires postsecondary education, are predictors of Hebrew ability for previous cohorts of

144immigrants (Beenstock, 1996; Chiswick and Repetto, 2001). Beenstock (1996) also

145reports that Hebrew ability is a predictor of employment. Thus, it is plausible that

146increasing fluency raises the relative productivity of skilled workers by making their

147human capital more usable.

148The combination of faster wage growth and quicker improvement of Hebrew among

149more skilled workers does not necessarily imply that language complements skill. There is

150evidence of considerable job turnover among immigrants. Skilled workers may take more

151time to acquire information about appropriate matches in the labor market. Matching takes

152time. Learning a language also takes time. Therefore, fluency and match quality may well

153be correlated, but the relation need not be causal.

154To summarize, an ideal study of the effect of language on the assimilation of

155immigrants would address at least the following four issues—correlation between

2 Mean years in Germany varied between 14.6 and 21.3 years depending on the wave of the survey.
3 Note that since within individual variation in fluency appears to be almost entirely measurement error, they

cannot use the panel nature of the data to correct for the other biases we discuss.
4 Eckstein and Weiss (1998), page 7.
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156unobserved ability and fluency, spurious correlation between fluency and time in host

157country, measurement error, and inter-individual variation in the return to fluency.

158Moreover, it would distinguish between the returns to job shopping and to returns to

159language.

160The data and approach we use in the following sections do not allow us to fully address

161all of these issues. Nevertheless, we are able to largely mitigate their effects by using

162retrospective information on wages and linguistic proficiency within the same job. We will

163argue that our data are relatively, although not completely free of the sorts of bias,

164discussed above. Before discussing our data and approach in detail, we turn to a brief

165discussion of Russian immigration to Israel.

1663. Russian immigration to Israel

167In 1989, the Soviet Union conducted a major policy shift, removing restrictions and

168allowing free migration of Jews to Israel, while the US reduced access to Soviet

169immigrants by restricting the application of refugee status. As a result, a large wave of

170immigrants began arriving in Israel in the Fall of 1989. By 1995, about 600,000

171immigrants had arrived, increasing the Israeli population by 12%.

172It is worth stressing that, in contrast to the high cost of migration for earlier waves, who

173faced confiscation of property and often lost their jobs when applying for exit permits,

174migration to Israel since 1989 has been much easier. Recent immigrants faced virtually no

175exit restrictions in the CIS and have arrived in a country with a significant Russian

176subculture. Overall, the absorption of this wave of immigrants has been surprisingly

177successful. Immigrants from the former Soviet Union have improved their standards of

178living fairly quickly with relatively little culture shock (Beenstock and ben Menahem,

1791997; Friedberg, 2001).

180In relation to the literature on immigration, the low cost and high return to migration for

181the current wave make them an unusual group of immigrants in the sense that self-

182selection is probably much less important for this group than for other immigrants studied

183in the literature (Chiswick, 1978; Borjas, 1987).

1844. Data

185Our primary data source is the Workplace Occupational Survey (OS), a survey of male

186workers in workplaces with a high proportion of immigrants in 1994, 5 years into the large

187wave of migration from the former Soviet Union to Israel.5 The survey covered 348

188immigrants who had arrived since 1989 and 603 natives working in the same occupations

189and workplaces.

190The most valuable feature of these data is retrospective questions on earnings and

191language ability on entry into the current job. This method is consistent with recent insights

192from survey design (Belli et al., 2001) which stress the importance of focusing on significant

5 For details see Siniver (1998).
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193events to minimize measurement error in responses. The idea is that in a retrospective

194question, earnings and language ability will be much easier to recall for a memorable date

195such as the date of hire than for an arbitrary date, such as January 1 of last year.

196The strength and weakness of the OS sample is that it focuses on four occupations in

197which there were high concentrations of Russian immigrants. As a result, it provides

198relatively large samples in these individual occupations although, at under 100 per

199occupation, they are still modest in absolute size. On the other hand, there is no guarantee

200that Russian immigrants in these occupations are representative of Russian immigrants as a

201whole. This problem may be exacerbated by the fact that we observe only those

202immigrants who are in these occupations at a particular point in time, 1–5 years after

203immigration. If exit from these occupations is nonrandom, our sample may not even be

204representative of immigrants in these occupations over time. We address the issue of

205representativeness by comparing the OS with a national sample of immigrants.

206For comparison, we draw on the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics’ Income Survey

207(IS), a long form applied to outgoing rotations of the Labour Force Survey. This is a

208household survey, which currently samples about 7000 households per year, reporting

209detailed information about individuals aged 15 and older.6

210Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for the OS, with a sample of immigrants from the

211IS included for comparison. Male immigrants in the OS are surveyed in four occupational

212groups: software, technicians, construction workers and gas station attendants.7 This

213grouping was designed to cover both the high and low skill ends of the occupational

214distribution of immigrants. For comparison, about 22% of recent male Soviet immigrants

215are scientists, academics, professionals and technicians, the equivalent high-skill occupa-

216tional groups, and about 12% are unskilled workers in services or production workers in

217manufacturing which are roughly equivalent low-skill occupations. The OS tended to

218survey younger workers, with a mean age of 30, almost 10 years younger than the IS

219mean. OS workers average 0.8 years less education and 14% lower earnings. These

220differences seem to be mainly due to the occupations chosen. Natives in the OS averaged

22131.4 years of age and 12.4 years of education (not shown). The mean Soviet immigrant in

222both data sets had been in Israel for 3 years.

223Job tenure in the OS is short, averaging 1.3 years. This is due to both the short interval

224since migration and high turnover in construction and gas stations. (See Table 5 for

225descriptive statistics for each of the four OS occupational groups.) Proficiency in spoken

226Hebrew is self-assessed and measured on a scale of 1 to 5 corresponding to the

227classifications: ‘‘not at all’’, ‘‘a little bit’’, ‘‘not so well’’, ‘‘well’’, and ‘‘very well’’. The

228average score was 2.96 on entry into the current job and 3.32 when interviewed.

7 Technicians were surveyed in eight different companies, software engineers in nine. Twenty gas stations

and 18 construction sites were surveyed.

6 The LFS population is Israel’s permanent population aged 15+, including potential immigrants and

permanent residents staying abroad for up to 1 year. Sampling is conducted in two phases: in phase 1, localities

are sampled. In phase 2, households are sampled within localities. Probability of inclusion for each household in

the population is approximately 1%. The sample is drawn once a year, and divided into four ‘‘panels’’. Panels are

interviewed for two consecutive quarters, not interviewed for the next two and then interviewed for another two

consecutive quarters. The sample in each quarter is composed of four panels spanning two or three sampling

years. See Israel Central Bureau of Statistics (various years) for details.
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2295. Methods

230Our goal is to estimate the effect of linguistic proficiency on wages. The now standard

231approach is to estimate an equation of the form:

lnðwitÞ ¼ ai þ bVzi þ cxit þ d1yit þ d2y
2
it þ q1vit þ q2v

2
it þ xhit þ eit; ð1Þ

232233for i = 1. . .N persons and t = 1. . .T periods. Here, w is monthly earnings, x is labor market

234experience, y is years since migration and v is current job tenure. The variable h measures

235Hebrew language proficiency. The individual effect ai represents a time invariant influence

236on earnings, which we label ‘‘ability’’.

237The coefficients we seek to estimate in Eq. (1) are the causal effects of the covariates on

238wages, that is, those we would recover from the population regression with the values of

239covariates randomly assigned. Cross-sectional estimates of coefficients will be biased if

240unobserved ability is correlated with the covariates. The coefficient on Hebrew is

241especially suspect since one’s ability to learn a language will be reflected in h but may

242also be correlated with unobserved earning ability, ai.
243This ability-bias can be addressed by estimating

DlnðwitÞ ¼ cDxit þ d1Dyit þ d2Dy
2
it þ q1Dvit þ q2Dv

2
it þ xDhit þ Deit; ð2Þ

244245for i= 1. . .N persons and t = 1. . .T periods. These coefficients can be consistently

246estimated if, as defined in Eq. (2), is uncorrelated with the covariates. That condition

247implies, in particular, that there is no unobserved individual effect in earnings growth,

248which is correlated with improvements in Hebrew. In other words, we make the strong

249assumption that ai is time invariant. (For instance, this assumption would be violated if

250match quality and Hebrew knowledge both improved more rapidly for skilled work-

251ers).

252The unique feature of our data which makes estimation of Eq. (2) feasible is

253longitudinal observation of proficiency in Hebrew. We use a retrospective question

254regarding Hebrew ability at entry into the current job, along with information about the

255entry wage. These allow us to estimate the coefficients of

DlnðwiÞ ¼ d1Dyi þ d2Dy
2
i þ ðc þ q1ÞDvi þ q2Dv

2
i þ xDhi þ Dei; ð3Þ

256257where: (a) the difference operator Dq indicates the difference between the level of q in

258the survey year and its level on entry into the current job; (b) Dx =Dv, since the change

259in experience and tenure are identical within the current job. Thus, the sum of experience

260and tenure coefficients (c + q1) can be estimated but not the separate coefficients; and (c)

261Dy =Dx for immigrants but Dy = 0 for natives, which provides enough variation to

262identify d1, the coefficient on years since migration (with the implicit assumption that the

263sum of returns to experience and tenure (d + q1) are the same for immigrants and

264natives).

265Our aim is to estimate to what extent the faster wage growth of immigrants is due to

266improvement in Hebrew. Three important points should be recognized about our attempt

267to answer that question by estimating Eq. (3). First, all the variation in y, increased years
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268since migration, comes from work years within the same job. Thus, d1 estimates a

269differential return to job tenure (and experience) between immigrants and natives. It does

270not capture the two other possible components of the faster wage growth of immigrants:

271increased earnings due to switching jobs, and human capital accumulated by residing in

272the destination country even without working. On the one hand, this precludes investigat-

273ing the potentially important role of language skill in job search, so that we underestimate

t1.1 Table 1

Male immigrants from the (former) Soviet Union to Israel, occupational and income surveys comparedt1.2

Workplace Occupational Survey Israel Income Surveyt1.3

Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviationt1.4

Age 29.8 4.8 39.4 11.8t1.5
Years of education 12.9 2.5 13.7 3.1t1.6
Labor force experience 10.9 4.9 19.8 11.5t1.7
Years since migration 3.1 1.3 3.0 1.3t1.8
Years since migration2 11.0 7.7 11.0 8.1t1.9
Currently married 0.79 0.41 0.80 0.40t1.10
Job tenure 1.3 1.1 – –t1.11
Job tenure2 3.0 4.0 – –t1.12
Current Hebrewa 3.32 0.87 – –t1.13
Entry Hebrewa 2.96 0.87 – –t1.14
Monthly earningsb 2168 587 2838 1665t1.15
Log earnings 7.649 0.250 7.793 0.605t1.16

t1.17
Occupations (OS)t1.18
Software 0.22t1.19
Technician 0.25t1.20
Construction 0.24t1.21
Gasoline station 0.29t1.22

t1.23
Occupations (IS)t1.24
Scientist/academic 0.13t1.25
Professional/technician 0.09t1.26
Manager 0.004t1.27
Clerical 0.03t1.28
Sales 0.03t1.29
Service 0.10t1.30
Agricultural 0.12t1.31
Skilled in industry 0.25t1.32
Skilled in services 0.11t1.33
Unskilled and production 0.12t1.34
Survey year 1994 0 1994.1 0.81t1.35
Observations 348 1430t1.36

Sources: Workplace Occupational Survey data collected by Siniver in 1994. Israel Income Survey microdata

1993–1995 from the Israel Central Bureau of Statistics.t1.37
Recent immigrants are those who arrived since 1989. Entry level Hebrew is the Hebrew score on entry into the

current job, as reported retrospectively. See text for details.t1.38
a Hebrew knowledge is measured on a scale of 1 to 5, corresponding to the classifications ‘‘not at all’’, ‘‘a little

bit’’, ‘‘not so well’’, ‘‘well’’, ‘‘very well.’’t1.39
b 1994 New Israeli Shekel (about US$0.30).t1.40
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274the return to language. On the other hand, it eliminates the possibility of spurious

275correlation between language skill and quality of job match due to the fact that they both

276may increase in search time.

277A second point about Eq. (3) is that in many cases differencing data with measurement

278error generates considerable bias, because it increases the noise-to-signal ratio. Hebrew

279proficiency is especially subject to measurement error as it is graded on a scale with only

280five values, causing rounding error. In Dustmann and van Soest (2001, 2002) differencing

281could have resulted in Dh variable that was almost completely noise. In our case,

282information about present and previous Hebrew ability is collected simultaneously. Thus

283measurement error in the two variables is likely to be highly correlated so that differencing

284may actually reduce the noise-to-signal ratio.

285Finally, in using retrospective data we must be concerned about the possibility of recall

286error, as recollections of Hebrew ability and of earnings may be less precise than current

287knowledge. We return to these issues of interpretation and measurement in our discussion

288of the results.

2896. Results

290Table 2 reports estimates of the standard cross-sectional human capital earnings

291function. The first function of the table is to check if the wage growth of the OS

292immigrants is comparable to that of new immigrants in the Israel Income Survey (IS),

293conditional on covariates. Column (1) reports the typical specification in the IS, including

294both linear and quadratic terms in years since migration (YSM). Column (2) reports the

295same specification estimated in the OS. The coefficient estimates on YSM and YSM2

296show the same concave return to years since migration, and are statistically indistinguish-

297able across the two data sets.8 While the IS YSM profile is steeper and has less curvature,

298this difference is largely due to unusually low coefficients in the IS for schooling and

299labor force experience (including a negative return to experience abroad in the older IS

300sample). The two data sets show significant differences in the coefficients on schooling,

301labor force experience and marriage, when compared to results from other countries and

302other groups in Israel. These differences are mostly due to atypical estimates in the IS

303sample of immigrants rather than to unusual results in the OS. The only really surprising

304characteristic of the OS sample is the negative return to marriage, which is statistically

305insignificant. For our analysis, the key finding is that both sources indicate rapid wage

306growth among immigrants which is concave in time since arrival in Israel, at rates higher

307than those reported for other immigrant cohorts to Israel (Chiswick, 1998; Friedberg,

3082000) but consistent with the findings of Eckstein and Weiss (1998) for this 1990s arrival

309cohort.

8 Since the OS and IS are sampled independently, the variance of the difference of coefficients is the sum of

the variances. For example, the standard error of the difference between YSM coefficients is (0.0522 + 0.0462)1/2

= 0.069, so the t-ratio is 0.040/0.069 = 0.58.

E. Berman et al. / Labour Economics 304 (2003) 1–26 9
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t2.1 Table 2

Returns to tenure, in Israel and in current job occupational and income surveyst2.2

Left-hand variable: logarithm Israel Income Surveya—recent immigrants Workplace Occupational Survey—recent immigrantst2.3
of monthly earnings

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)t2.4

Years since

migration

0.130 (0.052) 0.090 (0.046) 0.114 (0.021) 0.086 (0.019) 0.067 (0.020)t2.5

Years since

migration2
� 0.009 (0.009) � 0.011 (0.008) � 0.014 (0.004) � 0.012 (0.003) � 0.009 (0.003)t2.6

Tenure 0.055 (0.006) 0.097 (0.015)t2.7
Tenure2 � 0.012 (0.004)t2.8
Years of

schooling

0.023 (0.006) 0.050 (0.005) � 0.001 (0.003) � 0.001 (0.003) � 0.0005 (0.003)t2.9

Labor force

experience

� 0.007 (0.002) 0.007 (0.003) 0.002 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) 0.001 (0.001)t2.10

Married 0.446 (0.050) � 0.033 (0.026) � 0.005 (0.015) � 0.006 (0.013) � 0.008 (0.013)t2.11
Software 0.620 (0.021) 0.593 (0.018) 0.593 (0.018)t2.12
Technician 0.231 (0.019) 0.187 (0.017) 0.189 (0.018)t2.13
Constructionb 0.187 (0.015) 0.194 (0.014) 0.189 (0.014)t2.14
Constant 6.95 (0.107) 6.802 (0.093) 7.208 (0.056) 7.227 (0.052) 7.227 (0.050)t2.15
Root mean

square error

0.56 0.22 0.12 0.10 0.10t2.16

R-squared 0.15 0.25 0.79 0.83 0.84t2.17
Observations 1430 348 348 348 348t2.18

Sources: Workplace Occupational Survey conducted in 1994; Israel Income Survey microdata, 1993–1995.t2.19
a Income survey regressions include 2-year indicators.t2.20
b Omitted occupation is gas station workers.t2.21
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310The remaining columns of Table 2 use the OS to examine the measurement of skill and

311the return to job switching. Column (3) reports the result of adding three occupation

312indicators to the estimating equation. Since the sample is based on four occupations with

313very different wages, not surprisingly occupation explains much of the variation in wages

314in the data, and controlling for occupation greatly increases the precision of estimates.

315However, it has little effect on estimated wage growth due to years since migration. Based

316on this cross-sectional evidence, job mobility does not seem to be a major source of wage

317convergence in this sample. Columns (4) and (5) add linear and quadratic terms in tenure,

318respectively. These indicate that about half of the estimated return to YSM is due to

319increased tenure.

320Table 3 uses the standard cross-sectional approach to investigate how much of those

321gains in earnings are due to increased proficiency in Hebrew. Column (1) reproduces

322column (5) of Table 2 for comparison, with linear and quadratic terms in both YSM

323and tenure. Column (2) reports the results of adding Hebrew proficiency to the

324equation. The Hebrew variable has a large, positive and precisely estimated coefficient

325of 0.065. That estimate predicts a 26% higher wage for an immigrant with the

326maximum score (of 5) over a comparable immigrant with the minimum score (of 1).

327Including Hebrew in the regression reduces the estimated return to tenure by about a

328third, evaluated at the mean, but has no appreciable effect on the estimated effect of

329years since migration.

330The coefficient on Hebrew fluency in column (2) can be interpreted as the average

331earning gain associated with a single category change in self-reported level. Of course, the

332earnings gain associated with the transition from speaking ‘‘a little bit’’ to speaking ‘‘not

333so well’’ may differ from that associated with graduating to speaking ‘‘well’’. Column (3)

334reports the result of checking if earnings are linear in fluency categories. Linearity is not

335quite rejected by a formal test, with the coefficients suggesting convexity in the Hebrew-

336earnings association at the first ‘‘little bit’’ and again at speaking ‘‘very well’’. The

337coefficient on Hebrew should henceforth be understood as the average earnings gain

338associated with a single category change.

339The estimated effect of Hebrew fluency on wages may be biased if more able workers

340are more likely to know Hebrew. We address this issue in column (4) by exploiting the

341availability of longitudinal information about language proficiency for immigrants. These

342data allow us to estimate Eq. (3), the differenced version of the human-capital earnings

343function, reported here for immigrants only.9 We estimate a large, statistically significant

344return to Hebrew even after allowing for an individual ‘‘ability’’ effect in earnings. The

345coefficient is 0.057, or a predicted 5.7% increase in wages for each unit of Hebrew

346proficiency on the four step scale. This coefficient predicts a 23% increase in earnings

9 In estimating the differenced equation we must assume that marital status and education are unchanged

between entry into the current job and the survey period, since these retrospective questions were not asked. This

assumption is probably benign, as the omission of these two variables in the cross-sectional regression (as in

Table 3) has almost no effect on the other coefficients.

E. Berman et al. / Labour Economics 304 (2003) 1–26 11
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t3.1 Table 3

Returns to Hebrew and ability, Workplace Occupational Survey—recent immigrantst3.2

Left-hand Logarithm of monthly earnings Change in logarithm of monthly earnings—current jobt3.3
variable

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)t3.4

Hebrew 0.065 (0.006) 0.057 (0.008) 0.058 (0.008) DHebrewt3.5
t3.6

Hebrew levelat3.7
2—‘‘a little bit’’ 0.086 (0.027)t3.8
3—‘‘not so well’’ 0.148 (0.027)t3.9
4—‘‘well’’ 0.194 (0.027)t3.10
5—‘‘very well’’ 0.314 (0.034)t3.11
Years since

migration

(YSM)

0.067 (0.020) 0.047 (0.019) 0.045 (0.019) 0.059 (0.003) 0.058 (0.008) Dtenure

( =DYSM=Dexperience)t3.12

YSM2 � 0.009 (0.003) � 0.006 (0.003) � 0.006 (0.003) 0.003 (0.002) DYSM2t3.13
Tenure 0.097 (0.015) 0.057 (0.013) 0.056 (0.013)t3.14
Tenure2 � 0.012 (0.004) � 0.006 (0.004) � 0.005 (0.004) � 0.002 (0.001) DTenure2t3.15
Years of schooling � 0.0005 (0.003) 0.001 (0.003) 0.001 (0.003)t3.16
LF experience 0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001)t3.17
Married � 0.008 (0.013) � 0.006 (0.012) � 0.006 (0.012)t3.18
Constant 7.227 (0.089) 7.064 (0.053) 7.123 (0.053) � 0.004 (0.003) � 0.0001 (0.002) Constantt3.19
Three occupation

indicators

U U Ut3.20

Root MSE 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.56 0.55 Root MSEt3.21
R-squared 0.84 0.88 0.88 0.68 0.68 R-squaredt3.22
Observations 348 348 348 348 348 Observationst3.23
p-Value of test

for linearity

0.0501t3.24

Source: Workplace Occupational Survey conducted in 1994.t3.25
Differenced estimates assume no change in marital status or education between entry and survey.t3.26

a The omitted category is level 1—‘‘not at all’’.t3.27
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380381associated with fluency in Hebrew. The size of this coefficient on Hebrew is striking,

382considering that we have allowed for ability bias.10

383Though large, the estimated coefficient on Hebrew in the differenced equation is

384somewhat smaller than that in the cross-section, suggesting either ability bias in the cross-

385sectional estimate or an exacerbation of classical measurement error in differences. The

386retrospective setup argues against the latter explanation, since measurement error in self-

387reported Hebrew proficiency is probably fairly constant over time for the same individual,

388which would make attenuation bias smaller in the differenced equation than in the cross-

389section.11 We return to an analysis of the potential effects of measurement errors in

390discussing the occupation-specific estimates below.

391Our next goal is to investigate the role of improved Hebrew fluency in explaining faster

392wage growth among immigrants than among natives. For that purpose, we estimate the

393differenced equation using both natives and immigrants, allowing a differential experi-

394ence/tenure profile for immigrants. To emphasize that we are examining differential wage

395growth within a job, we label our key variable as a tenure/immigrant interaction rather than

396as YSM. (Recall that changes in job tenure, experience and YSM are identical for

397immigrants in this sample.)

398For comparison, column (1) of Table 4 reports cross-sectional estimates of returns to

399tenure and experience for natives in the OS sample. Column (2) reports that when the same

400equation is estimated in differences the coefficients are statistically indistinguishable from

401those in column (1). (Note that Dtenure =Dexperience in our sample so that the coefficient

402on tenure in column (2) estimates the sum c + q1 in Eq. (3)). Heterogeneous ability and

403measurement error are therefore not significant sources of bias in estimating these tenure

404coefficients for natives.

405Columns (3) through (6) report estimates of separate tenure profiles for immigrants and

406natives from the differenced earnings equation (Eq. (3)). The linear specification in

407column (3) reports a 4.3% increase in earnings for each year of job tenure for natives.

408(Recall that this combines both tenure and experience effects.) Immigrants have an

409additional 2.2% increase in earnings per year of job tenure, which reflects the rate at

11 There is a form of measurement error in language ability that would bias the differenced coefficient

upwards and the cross-sectional coefficient downwards. Since the scale of language ability is bounded at both

ends, measurement error could be asymmetric, causing differences in Hebrew to be underestimated and the

differenced regression coefficient to be overestimated. This is unlikely as only 4% of immigrants in the sample

report their Hebrew at the lowest level when hired and only 6% of the sample report their current level of Hebrew

as fluent.

10 It is difficult to compare these results with those in the literature since each study uses different measures

of language knowledge. The closest paper is Tainer (1988) which also uses a five-point scale and finds even

higher returns to English knowledge in the United States. Her OLS coefficients are 0.13 for Europeans and 0.17

for Hispanics and Asians or about 2 1/2 times our coefficients. The remaining studies are less comparable.

Chiswick (1998) reports an 11% return to having Hebrew as a primary language. This coefficient rises to 35%

using IV. Dustmann (1994) finds about a 7% difference between immigrants to Germany who speak German well

and those who speak it badly or not at all. His later work with van Soest (2001, 2002) shows that this estimate is

quite sensitive to the assumptions underlying estimation, with coefficients ranging from close to 0 to roughly

doubly the estimate in the original paper. Using OLS, Chiswick and Miller (1995) report returns of 5.3% and

8.3% to fluency in English in Australia and 16.9% to fluency in English. They report widely varying results

using IV.

E. Berman et al. / Labour Economics 304 (2003) 1–26 13
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t4.1 Table 4

Returns to tenure and Hebrew, Workplace Occupational Survey—recent immigrants and nativest4.2

Left-hand Logarithm of monthly Change in logarithm of monthly earnings on current jobt4.3
variable earnings—natives

Natives Immigrants and nativest4.4

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)t4.5

Hebrew 0.054 (0.008) 0.058 (0.008) DHebrewt4.6
0.022 (0.003) 0.009 (0.003) 0.026 (0.008) 0.002 (0.008) DTenure� Immigrantt4.7

0.003 (0.003) 0.006 (0.002) DTenure2� Immigrant DTenuret4.8
Tenure 0.045 (0.007) 0.049 (0.003) 0.043 (0.001) 0.044 (0.001) 0.050 (0.003) 0.050 (0.003) ( =Dexperience =DYSM)t4.9
Tenure2 � 0.0010 (0.0005) � 0.0006 (0.0004) � 0.003 (0.001) � 0.002 (0.001) DTenure2t4.10
Years of schooling 0.011 (0.003) � 0.0019 (0.0013) � 0.0017 (0.0012) DYSM2t4.11
LF experience 0.007 (0.001)t4.12
Married 0.013 (0.012)t4.13
Constant 7.50 (0.041) 0.009 (0.004) 0.012 (0.003) 0.010 (0.003) 0.007 (0.002) 0.006 (0.002) Constantt4.14
Three occupation

indicators

Ut4.15

Root MSE 0.14 0.077 0.072 0.070 0.072 0.070 Root MSEt4.16
R-squared 0.73 0.71 0.70 0.71 0.70 0.72 R-squaredt4.17
Observations 603 603 951 951 951 951 Observationst4.18

t4.19
Derivative evaluated

at the mean*t4.20
0.022 (0.003) 0.009 (0.003) 0.022 (0.003) 0.009 (0.003) Immigrant� (Tenure, experience),

YSMt4.21

Source: Workplace Occupational Survey, 1994.t4.22
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410which immigrant wages are converging to those of natives, within occupations. This is

411rapid wage convergence compared to other countries.12 Borjas (1994, Table 4), for

412example, reports that immigrants with less than 5 years in the United States in 1970

413gained nine percentage points relative to natives by 1980 and that those with less than 5

414years in the United States in 1980 gained 10 percentage points relative to natives by 1990.

415How much of that catch-up can be attributed to Hebrew language acquisition? Column

416(4) reports that adding the linear Hebrew coefficient accounts for most of wage

417convergence, reducing the differential tenure profile from 2.2% to 0.9% per annum, a

418large and statistically significant decrease. Generalizing the functional form by adding

419quadratic terms does not change this conclusion, as reported in the bottom row of columns

420(5) and (6). Language acquisition, estimated here net of a linear ability effect, appears to

421account for more than half of the wage convergence of recent immigrants within

422occupations, in our sample.

423It is worth noting that our analysis cannot address the contribution of language to wage

424convergence through occupational change. Weiss and Gotlibovski (1995) examine this

425question, finding no significant effect of Hebrew proficiency on the probability of

426receiving a job offer.13 While language skills plausibly complement occupational upgrad-

427ing, we can only speculate on whether they are more important within or between

428occupations.

429

4306.1. Language-skill complementarity

431It seems plausible that language complements some types of human capital more than

432others, so that the wage gains associated with learning Hebrew will be greater in some

433jobs. Our survey includes four occupational groups, drawn at opposite ends of the skill

434distribution: software programmers, computer technicians, construction workers and

435gasoline station attendants. Table 5 reports descriptive statistics for immigrants in each

436group. Note that the programmers and technicians average 15 and 14 years of schooling,

437respectively, while the lower skill occupations average less than 12. Job tenure is shorter

438for the less-skilled workers, though they average about the same amount of time since

439arrival in Israel, indicating greater turnover in these occupations. Technicians’ self-

440reported Hebrew is clearly best, programmers and construction workers have almost the

441same level and gas station attendants have the lowest level. The averages for all groups fall

442between a 3 (‘‘not so well’’) and a 4 (‘‘well’’). Strikingly, Hebrew fluency at entry is not

443noticeably higher in high-skill occupations.

444Table 6 reveals sharp differences among occupations in returns to Hebrew once ability

445bias is treated. The table reports coefficients on Hebrew from both the cross-sectional and

446differenced equations (Eqs. (1) and (3)) for occupation separately.14 The first two rows in

447the left column of Table 6 report those cross-sectional results for software programmers

14 Cross-sectional estimates pool entry and survey years in order to increase precision and to enhance

comparability with the differenced estimates. This requires assuming that marital status and education are constant

for individuals over the sample period.

12 The implied within-occupation rate of wage growth in our sample is 6.5% per year, as compared to 6.4%

in the sample studied by Eckstein and Weiss (1998, page 4).
13 Weiss and Gotlibovski (1995), p. 22.
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448and technicians. These cross-sectional coefficients on Hebrew are quite large, 6.8% in

449software and 11.2% for computer technicians. The middle column reports the coefficient

450on Hebrew in Eq. (3), a differenced specification of the same equation designed to

451eliminate ability bias. The differenced specification yields a larger return to Hebrew for

452programmers (8.3%) and a slightly smaller coefficient for technicians (10.4%). These

453estimates are quite large, implying that complete fluency (speaking ‘‘very well’’ as

454opposed to ‘‘not at all’’) is worth a wage premium of 33% for programmers and 42%

455for technicians. The right column reports the estimated ‘‘ability bias’’ (the difference

t6.1 Table 6

Returns to Hebrew and ability bias by occupation, Workplace Occupational Survey—recent immigrantst6.2

Left-hand variable: Coefficients on Hebrew ‘‘Ability’’ bias oft6.3
log (earnings)

Cross-section First difference
cross-section estimatet6.4

Occupationst6.5
Software 0.068 (0.008) 0.083 (0.012) � 0.015 (0.015)t6.6
Technicians 0.112 (0.011) 0.104 (0.013) 0.008 (0.007)t6.7
Construction 0.032 (0.010) � 0.002 (0.014) 0.034 (0.010)t6.8
Gas Stations 0.031 (0.013) � 0.00004 (0.018) 0.031 (0.012)t6.9

Source: Workplace Occupational Survey, 1994.t6.10
Cross-section specifications (Eq. (1)) include linear and quadratic terms in tenure and YSM, schooling, LF

experience and an indicator for currently married as in column (2) of Table 3. Cross-sectional estimates pool data

from the survey year and the entry year to increase precision and to enhance comparability with first difference

results. First difference specifications (Eq. (3)) include linear and quadratic terms in tenure and a quadratic term in

YSM as in column (6) of Table 4. Both specifications assume that marital status and education is the same in entry

and survey years.t6.11

t5.1 Table 5

Descriptive statistics by occupation, Workplace Occupational Surveyt5.2

Software Technician Construction Gasoline station

attendantt5.3

Age 31.8 (4.8) 30.8 (4.6) 27.4 (3.5) 29.4 (5.1)t5.4
Years of education 15.1 (0.9) 14.0 (0.7) 11.8 (2.9) 11.3 (2.4)t5.5
Labor force experience 10.8 (4.9) 10.9 (4.8) 9.6 (4.3) 12.1 (5.1)t5.6
Years since migration 2.9 (1.3) 3.3 (1.1) 3.0 (1.3) 3.0 (1.3)t5.7
Years since migration2 10.3 (7.7) 12.3 (7.1) 10.5 (7.9) 11.0 (7.9)t5.8
Currently married 0.81 (0.39) 0.74 (0.44) 0.82 (0.39) 0.79 (0.41)t5.9
Job tenure 1.5 (1.2) 2.0 (1.2) 0.9 (0.6) 1.1 (1.0)t5.10
Job tenure2 3.7 (4.5) 5.3 (4.8) 1.1 (1.1) 2.0 (3.2)t5.11
Current Hebrewa 3.35 (1.08) 3.55 (0.79) 3.33 (0.78) 3.11 (0.77)t5.12
Entry Hebrewa 2.96 (0.89) 3.07 (0.84) 3.04 (0.87) 2.80 (0.87)t5.13
Monthly earningsb 3083 (432) 2130 (283) 1993 (230) 1671 (193)t5.14
Log earnings 8.03 (0.14) 7.66 (0.13) 7.59 (0.12) 7.41 (0.12)t5.15
Observations 75 87 84 102t5.16

Source: Workplace Occupational Survey, 1994.t5.17
Entry level Hebrew is the Hebrew score on entry into the current job, as reported retrospectively. See text for

details.t5.18
a Hebrew knowledge is measured on a scale of 1 to 5. See Table 1 for details.t5.19
b 1994 New Israeli Shekel (about US$0.30).t5.20
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456between cross-sectional and differenced coefficients) which is statistically insignificant for

457both programmers and technicians.

458In contrast, the bottom two rows report that once ability bias is accounted for,

459proficiency in Hebrew has little if any effect on the wages of construction workers and

460gas station attendants. While the cross-sectional coefficients on Hebrew are 3.2% and

4613.1%, respectively, these coefficients are statistical zeros in the differenced specification.

462For these lower skill occupations, the implied ability biases (reported in the rightmost

463column) are as large as the estimated cross-sectional coefficients, and statistically

464significant. The apparent return to Hebrew language proficiency in the cross-section is

465entirely due to heterogeneity (ability) bias for these two occupations.

466The contrast between the high and low skill returns to language acquisition is

467illustrated in the two panels of Fig. 1, which plot changes in log wages against changes

468in Hebrew proficiency once the effects of changes in tenure and years since migration

469have been removed. (That is, these are plots of residuals from a regression of each

470differenced variable on the difference in tenure. The slope of a linear regression line for

471the residuals plotted is the partial regression coefficient of Hebrew in Eq. (3) by the

472Frisch–Waugh–Lovell theorem.) Our interpretation of this contrast is that language

473complements skills in increasing earnings but has no effect on the earnings of less-skilled

474workers.

475The language-skill complementarity we find in our data is consistent with prior cross-

476sectional evidence in the literature. McManus et al. (1983) and McManus (1985) report

477that English knowledge has a bigger payoff for more educated Hispanic workers in the

478United States. Kassoudji (1988) finds, after correcting for sample selection, that profes-

479sional and administrative jobs have higher returns to English knowledge at least for

480Hispanics in the United States. Chiswick and Miller (1995) report a higher return to

481education for Australian immigrants who speak English well than for those who do not.

482

4836.2. Measurement issues

484Can the estimates from the differenced equation in middle column of Table 6 really be

485interpreted as the effect of Hebrew on earnings and can the contrast between those and the

486cross-sectional estimates really be interpreted as ability bias? To answer those questions

487requires a more complete discussion of the issues pertaining to retrospective measurement

488and measurement of dichotomous variables.

489We note first that it is relatively straightforward to use measurement error to

490explain either the results for skilled workers or the results for unskilled workers to

491derive an alternative explanation for the results. It is more difficult to find a single

492type of measurement error that explains them both. While it is possible that the results

493for skilled and unskilled workers are affected differently by measurement error,

494language-skill complementarity strikes us as a simpler and more natural explanation.

495It has the benefit of Occam’s razor. In the following discussion, we are therefore con-

496cerned with whether measurement error could bias the results for both sets of occu-

497pations.

498The first issue concerns the bias due to nonclassical measurement error in reporting a

499continuous variable in a small number of discrete categories. To illustrate the problem,

E. Berman et al. / Labour Economics 304 (2003) 1–26 17
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500assume that Hebrew proficiency, h, takes on continuous values from 0.5 to 5.5 and that the

501answers on the questionnaire are simply rounded to the nearest unit so that for reported

502Hebrew, hR,

Fig. 1. (a) Changes in earnings and Hebrew: programmers and computer technicians (leverage plot). (b) Changes

in earnings and Hebrew: gas station attendants and construction workers (leverage plot).

E. Berman et al. / Labour Economics 304 (2003) 1–2618
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hR ¼ roundðhÞ ¼ hþ u; ð4Þ

503504where u is measurement error. This is not classical measurement error as u and h are not

505independent. Ignoring the other covariates for simplicity,

lnðwitÞ ¼ ai þ xhit þ eit ¼ ai þ xhRit � xuit þ eit: ð5Þ

506507The bias in least squares regression depends on the correlation of hR and u, which depends

508in turn on the distribution of h. For instance, if h is uniformly distributed on the [0.5, 5.5]

509interval, hR and u are uncorrelated and there will be no bias due to measurement error. If h

510has a symmetric central tendency (a lump in the middle), then hR and u tend to be

511positively correlated since there is more ‘‘rounding up’’ than ‘‘rounding down’’ above the

512mean and more ‘‘rounding down’’ than ‘‘rounding up’’ below the mean. A positive

513correlation implies bias toward zero in the estimation of 4. The distribution of h in our data

514seems to have that central tendency. The distribution of current reported Hebrew by level

515is 2%, 13%, 41%, 38%, 6%. Fitting that distribution to normal yields a downward bias of

5167.5% on the estimated coefficient in simulation.

517In the differenced equation, on the other hand, the sign of the measurement error bias is

518ambiguous. The distribution of h could well have a mass point at zero and is skewed to the

519right. The distribution of reported change in Hebrew is no change—66%, increase of one

520level—32%, increase of two levels—2%. It is plausible that for ‘‘no change’’ rounding is,

521on average, downward, and that for improved Hebrew rounding is, on average, upward. If

522so, the measured change understates the true change and the bias in the differenced

523regression is away from zero, in our case upwards.

524This form of measurement error provides a possible alternative explanation for the

525pattern reported in Table 6 for the high-skill occupations, since the bias in the cross-

526sectional estimates is likely toward zero and the bias in the differenced equation is possibly

527upwards. Yet, if that were the case, we would expect to see the same pattern of estimates

528for the low-skill occupations as well. The low-skill occupations have similar distributions

529of changes in Hebrew proficiency,15 yet they yield positive estimated coefficients in the

530cross-section and zeros in first differences. We conclude that bias due to this type of

531measurement error is quite unlikely to undermine our central conclusion that true returns to

532Hebrew are much higher in high-skill occupations.

533A second, related, measurement issue concerns how discrete answers are given in

534retrospective questions. Assume again that the latent variable is continuous on the [0.5,

5355.5] interval and that the answer to ‘‘current Hebrew’’ is given according to the rounding

536formula above. Immediately after answering that question, the respondent is asked to

537evaluate his Hebrew when he entered the current job. If his current level is h = 3.6, which

538he reported as hR = 4 and the entry level was 3.4, would he report hR = 3 following the rule

539above or hR = 4 since the change in Hebrew proficiency was only 0.2? It’s plausible that in

540this example he reports hR = 4, implying DhR = 0 and generally follows a rule that rounds

15 Low skill occupations have 70% no change and 30% increase by one level, as opposed to 60% no change,

35% increase by one level and 4% increase by two levels for high-skill occupations.
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541Dh to the nearest integer in reporting DhR. That practice has two implications for

542measurement. First, as we noted above, changes in Hebrew proficiency are probably

543measured more precisely than levels (as the levels involve cross-sectional variation in

544subjective self-reporting). More broadly, changes and levels are measured in metrics that

545may be monotone transforms of each other, but are probably not identical so that the

546coefficients of regressions in changes and in levels are not directly comparable. For that

547reason, we are reluctant to interpret the difference between cross-sectional and differenced

548estimates of the return to Hebrew as a precise measure of ‘‘ability bias’’. The data do

549suggest a positive ability bias in cross-sectional estimates for the low-skill occupations and

550an absence of such bias in the high-skill occupations, but the precise magnitudes of these

551biases are indeterminate.

552A third measurement issue is recall error in retrospective questions (Belli and Stafford,

5532001). Retrospective measurement of Hebrew proficiency requires recall so it is likely to

554be subject to more measurement error than current Hebrew. We have argued that our

555interview method reduces recall error by choosing a memorable event, but the extent to

556which it remains is an empirical issue. If recall error was particularly strong among the

557construction workers and gas station attendants and the measurement error was classical

558(uncorrelated with the residual in Eqs. (1) and (3)), then a possible result is that differenced

559estimates of returns to Hebrew would be biased toward zero, while cross-sectional

560estimates would be subject to less of the same bias. In that way, recall error provides

561an alternative explanation for the pattern in Table 6.

562The data weigh against this explanation in two ways. First, job tenure tends to be

563shorter in the less-skilled occupations (see Table 5), so that entry Hebrew is a less distant

564memory for those workers, implying a smaller contrast between cross-sectional and

565differenced coefficients for the less-skilled occupations. The opposite is the case in Table

5666. Second, the recall error hypothesis has the testable implication that cross-sectional

567estimates of Eq. (1) in the entry year should yield coefficients closer to zero than the same

568estimates using current data from the survey year (1994), and that this pattern should be

569particularly true for the less-skilled workers.16 Table 7 reports the return to Hebrew in

570cross-sectional estimates of Eq. (1) in both the survey year and the entry year for each

571occupation group. With the exception of software engineers, the coefficients are quite

572similar. The column labeled ‘‘recall bias’’ reports the differences between the two cross-

573sectional coefficients. That difference is negligible in the two low-skill occupations, and

574only statistically significant in the case of software engineers (for whom the differenced

575estimates in Table 6 exceed the cross-sectional estimates). Recall bias is apparently not

576particularly strong among the low-skill occupations. If anything, the opposite is true. We

577conclude that this form of recall bias does not provide an alternative to language-skill

578complementarity as an explanation for the differential pattern of returns to Hebrew

579reported in Table 6.

580Finally, we note that despite our claim that the way the data are collected minimizes

581measurement error, there is likely to be some measurement error in the difference.

582Suppose, for example, we asked, ‘‘How much has your Hebrew improved since you

16 We thank a referee for pointing out this possible type of recall error and for suggesting this test.
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583started the job?’’ We would expect this measure to be subject to measurement error. If the

584measurement error is classical, the estimated return to Hebrew knowledge will be biased

585towards zero in the differenced data. Thus, the estimates of the return to Hebrew would be

586lower bounds. However, even in the presence of classical measurement error, the t-statistic

587is consistent. So our conclusion about the absence of a statistically significant return to

588Hebrew in the unskilled occupations would be unchanged.

589In addition to measurement error, there is a related issue concerning selection bias. We

590observe only workers who are still in their jobs. In steady state, this is not an issue since

591we will observe high turnover workers who have recently arrived and miss high turnover

592workers who have recently departed. Since our data are from early in the period of Russian

593migration, we may miss workers with high rates of upward mobility particularly in the

594low-skill jobs.

595

5966.3. How much of immigrant wage growth is due to learning Hebrew?

597Given our conclusion that improved Hebrew only affected wages for high-skill

598workers, we return to reexamine differential returns to tenure/experience in each high-

599skill occupation and evaluate the effect of improved Hebrew. In Table 4, we saw that on

600average immigrants had higher returns to tenure than did natives and that over half of the

601differential was attributable to improved Hebrew, but this estimate combined the effect of

602Hebrew in high- and low-skill occupations. Table 8A looks at Software engineers. As in

603Table 4, Eq. (3) is estimated allowing a differential slope in the tenure-earnings profile for

604immigrants. In software earnings, growth is 2.6 percentage points higher per year for

605immigrants (column (1)). That coefficient is reduced to 0.6 percentage points when

606changes in Hebrew are included (column (2)) indicating that about 3/4 of that differential

607in returns to tenure/experience is attributable to improved Hebrew.

608Our argument that this estimated return to Hebrew is free of ability bias requires that the

609rate at which individuals acquire fluency in Hebrew be uncorrelated with the rate at which

610other skills appreciate. If fast learners simultaneously learn programming and Hebrew

t7.1 Table 7

Recall bias in returns to Hebrew? Workplace occupational survey—recent immigrantst7.2

Left-hand variable:

log (earnings)

Cross-sectional

coefficients on Hebrew

‘‘Recall bias’’ of cross-sectional

estimate in entry yeart7.3

Survey year Entry yeart7.4

Occupationst7.5
Software 0.081 (0.009) 0.061 (0.008) � 0.020 (0.007)t7.6
Technicians 0.112 (0.013) 0.114 (0.012) 0.001 (0.012)t7.7
Construction 0.032 (0.011) 0.030 (0.010) � 0.002 (0.008)t7.8
Gas Stations 0.030 (0.015) 0.031 (0.013) 0.001 (0.008)t7.9

Source: Workplace Occupational Survey, 1994.t7.10
‘‘Recall bias’’ is the entry year estimate less the survey year estimate. Specifications (Eq. (1)) include linear and

quadratic terms in tenure and YSM, schooling, LF experience and an indicator for currently married as in column

(2) of Table 3. Marital status and education recorded in the survey year is assumed to be the same in entry year

and survey years.t7.11
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611quickly, we may incorrectly attribute their faster wage growth to their growing Hebrew

612fluency.We can offer only a partial test of this alternative hypothesis. If more skilled workers

613learn job-related skills and Hebrew more quickly, we would expect that pattern to be

t8B.1 Table 8B

Tenure profiles and Hebrew—technicians, Workplace Occupational Survey—recent immigrants and nativest8B.2

Left-hand‘ variable:

DEarnings

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)t8B.3

DHebrew 0.102 (0.009) 0.104 (0.009) 0.104 (0.009)t8B.4
DTenure� Immigrant 0.038 (0.004) 0.017 (0.004) 0.022 (0.005) 0.033 (0.016) � 0.007 (0.011)t8B.5
DTenure2� Immigrant � 0.009 (0.007) � 0.002 (0.004)t8B.6
DTenure ( =Dexperience

=DYSM)

0.037 (0.002) 0.038 (0.002) 0.037 (0.002) 0.043 (0.004) 0.044 (0.004)t8B.7

DTenure2 0.004 (0.002) 0.003 (0.002)t8B.8
DYSM2 0.004 (0.003) 0.004 (0.002)t8B.9
Years of schooling � 0.001 (0.004)t8B.10
Years of schooling

� Immigrant

� 0.001 (0.001)t8B.11

Constant 0.018 (0.007) 0.013 (0.006) 0.037 (0.060) 0.008 (0.007) 0.006 (0.006)t8B.12
Root MSE 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06t8B.13
R-squared 0.68 0.76 0.77 0.69 0.77t8B.14
Observations 252 252 252 252 252t8B.15

t8B.16
Derivatives evaluated at the meant8B.17
Immigrant� (Tenure,

experience, YSM)

0.038 (0.004) 0.017 (0.004) 0.022 (0.005) 0.025 (0.008) 0.010 (0.006)t8B.18

Source: Workplace Occupational Survey, 1994. See notes to Table 4.t8B.19

t8A.1 Table 8A

Tenure profiles and Hebrew—software, Workplace Occupational Survey—recent immigrants and nativest8A.2

Left-hand variable:

DEarnings

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)t8A.3

DHebrew 0.090 (0.011) 0.093 (0.011) 0.083 (0.012)t8A.4
DTenure� Immigrant 0.026 (0.005) 0.006 (0.004) 0.006 (0.005) 0.074 (0.015) 0.038 (0.015)t8A.5
DTenure2� Immigrant � 0.003 (0.004) 0.001 (0.002)t8A.6
DTenure ( =Dexperience

=DYSM)

0.032 (0.002) 0.033 (0.002) 0.031 (0.003) 0.056 (0.004) 0.056 (0.004)t8A.7

DTenure2 � 0.009 (0.002) � 0.008 (0.002)t8A.8
DYSM2 � 0.006 (0.002) � 0.005 (0.002)t8A.9
Years of schooling � 0.010 (0.005)t8A.10
Years of schooling

� Immigrant

� 0.0003 (0.0005)t8A.11

Constant 0.022 (0.004) 0.020 (0.004) 0.176 (0.071) � 0.002 (0.003) � 0.001 (0.003)t8A.12
Root MSE 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.05t8A.13
R-squared 0.61 0.67 0.68 0.67 0.71t8A.14
Observations 233 233 233 233 233t8A.15

t8A.16
Derivatives evaluated at the meant8A.17
Immigrant� (Tenure,

experience, YSM)

0.026 (0.005) 0.006 (0.004) 0.006 (0.005) 0.032 (0.007) 0.012 (0.006)t8A.18

Source: Workplace Occupational Survey, 1994. See notes to Table 4.t8A.19
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614reflected in faster wage growth within jobs for more educated workers. We have therefore

615tried including education as an explanatory regressor in column (3). The coefficient on

616education is insignificant, and the remaining coefficients are essentially unchanged.

617The final two columns of Table 8A check robustness to adding a quadratic in tenure and

618years since migration. In this case, Hebrew accounts for 62% of the differential in returns

619to tenure/experience, evaluated at the mean.

620Table 8B reports the same analysis for technicians, who have a differential return to

621tenure/experience of 3.8 percentage points for immigrants, of which between one-half and

622three-fifths is attributable to improved Hebrew, depending on the specification. Adding

623years of education has little effect on these results. Taken together, the results for software

624engineers and technicians indicate that most of the earnings convergence by recent

625immigrants in high-skill occupations is due to language acquisition.

626Table 8C repeats this analysis for the low-skill occupations. For construction workers

627and gas station attendants, the stark finding is that there is no earnings convergence to

628explain. While returns to tenure/experience are high, they occur at the same rate for recent

629immigrants and natives. This is true with or without Hebrew proficiency in the equation.17

630This contrast in wage convergence between high- and low-skill occupations has also

631been noted by Eckstein and Weiss (1998), who attributed it to an increased price (or

632quality) of imported skill. Our interpretation of that finding is that the faster wage

633convergence of skilled workers is due not to a secular increase in demand for imported

634skill, but is rather the result of improved language proficiency of skilled workers, since

t8C.1 Table 8C

Tenure profiles and Hebrew—construction and gas station attendants, Workplace Occupational Survey—recent

immigrants and nativest8C.2

Left-hand variable: Construction Gas station attendantst8C.3
DEarnings

(1) (2) (1) (2)t8C.4

DHebrew 0.001 (0.010) � 0.004 (0.011)t8C.5
DTenure� Immigrant � 0.004 (0.006) � 0.004 (0.008) � 0.007 (0.005) � 0.006 (0.006)t8C.6
DTenure ( =Dexperience =DYSM) 0.073 (0.005) 0.073 (0.005) 0.055 (0.002) 0.055 (0.002)t8C.7
DTenure2t8C.8
DConstant 0.005 (0.003) 0.005 (0.003) 0.002 (0.006) 0.002 (0.006)t8C.9
Root MSE 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.07t8C.10
R-squared 0.61 0.61 0.82 0.82t8C.11
Observations 181 181 285 285t8C.12

Source: Workplace Occupational Survey, 1994. See notes to Table 4.t8C.13

17 Note in passing that the constant term provides a very partial and weak test of the model. In the differenced

specifications, the constant term measures the predicted wage growth if there were no increase in tenure/

experience, years since immigration and Hebrew knowledge. Wage growth after no time on the job, and thus the

constant term, should be zero. If the constant term is not zero, the equation must be misspecified. The most likely

sources of that problem are a parametric specification that does not permit appropriate curvature or measurement

error. For example, with classical measurement error and all observations in the positive quadrant, the constant

term is biased upwards. We therefore find some support for the model in the estimated constant terms in our most

general specifications (column 5 of Tables 8A and 8B and columns 2 and 4 of Table 8C). In all four cases, the

constant term is precisely measured and statistically zero.
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635Tables 8A–8C reports that skilled workers who did not improve their Hebrew had much

636slower wage convergence. Language seems to complement the quality or usefulness of

637foreign human capital.

6387. Conclusions

639Previous research on the effect of host-country language fluency on the growth of

640immigrant earnings has been suspect because of possible biases due to: the correlation of

641fluency with unmeasured ability; spurious correlation of duration in the host country with

642fluency; and spurious correlation of measurement error with fluency. The first two biases

643do not arise in our work because we observe both wage growth and changes in fluency.

644Our data are probably subject to less measurement error in individual assessments of what

645constitutes a ‘‘good’’ knowledge of the language as it asks questions about present and

646past fluency simultaneously. Finally, because we examine wage growth within jobs, our

647findings do not confound the effects of job shopping with those of increased fluency.

648These advantages in data design allow us to reach a strong conclusion, quite different

649from that in the literature. The estimated return to host-language fluency is statistically

650indistinguishable from zero for immigrants in low-skill occupations. Apparent positive

651returns to fluency in cross-sectional estimates are apparently entirely due to ability bias for

652this group. Perhaps not surprisingly then, there is no evidence of immigrant wage

653convergence for low-skilled workers. In contrast, high-skill occupations show evidence

654of considerable wage convergence, much of which is accounted for by increased Hebrew

655fluency, which is worth a 33–42% wage premium.

656Our results are subject to caveats, which are common to this literature. First language

657may proxy for a range of host-country skills. As individuals master the language, they also

658master social rules and local customs. Second, language may play an important role in

659determining the type of occupation immigrants can enter. Since we have shown that

660language plays a more important role in some occupations than in others, we would expect

661individuals who are fluent in the host-country language to select into occupations that are

662more language intensive. Moreover, since language and skill level are complementary,

663increasing fluency should help individuals obtain higher paying jobs. In the cross-section,

664this effect appears to be small. The coefficient on Hebrew falls only from 8.0% to 6.5%

665when we include occupational dummies. Nevertheless, our estimates almost certainly

666underestimate the full value of Hebrew knowledge for immigrants.

667We should be cautious about extending our results to all low-skill and high-skill

668occupations. It is probably more accurate to conclude that language is more complemen-

669tary with some skills than with others. We would anticipate that language would be

670important in telemarketing, for example, even though this is a low-skill occupation by

671most measures.

672Small sample size and the possibility of bias due to measurement error suggest further

673caution. The point estimate of the return to Hebrew knowledge in low-skill occupations is

674close to zero when there is difference in data. However, the reported standard errors are

675sufficiently large to permit a 15% difference in earnings between those who speak Hebrew

676‘‘very well’’ and those who speak it ‘‘not at all’’.
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677While not focused on the debate over whether immigrants’ earnings overtake those of

678natives, our two main results do cast light on that question (Borjas 1994). We find

679significantly greater wage growth for immigrants in certain occupations and can tie that

680differential wage growth to a plausible mechanism-language acquisition. On the other hand,

681this faster wage growth is confined to relatively high skill workers, in our sample. Thus, the

682prevalence of catch-up and surpassing of native workers may well depend on the skill level

683of immigrants. Skilled immigrants seem more likely to surpass otherwise comparable

684natives with similar skills while unskilled immigrants seem less likely to do so.

685Finally, the results serve to remind us of the economic importance of language.

686Language may well be the most important public good/infrastructure in a society. It is

687nonrivalrous and provides network externalities. To the extent that language provides

688externalities, estimated private returns understate the social return to language training, and

689there may be under-investment in language skills in competitive equilibrium, especially by

690immigrants. In that case, supporting language classes for immigrants not only speeds their

691economic assimilation but may also provide a general social benefit through improved

692communication.
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